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Recently, the ubiquity of mobile devices leads to an increasing demand of public network services, e.g., WiFi hot spots. As
a part of this trend, modern transportation systems are equipped with public WiFi devices to provide Internet access for
passengers as people spend a large amount of time on public transportation in their daily life. However, one of the key issues
in public WiFi spots is the privacy concern due to its open access nature. Existing works either studied location privacy risk
in human traces or privacy leakage in private networks such as cellular networks based on the data from cellular carriers.
To the best of our knowledge, none of these work has been focused on bus WiFi privacy based on large-scale real-world
data. In this paper, to explore the privacy risk in bus WiFi systems, we focus on two key questions how likely bus WiFi users
can be uniquely re-identified if partial usage information is leaked and how we can protect users from the leaked information.
To understand the above questions, we conduct a case study in a large-scale bus WiFi system, which contains 20 million
connection records and 78 million location records from 770 thousand bus WiFi users during a two-month period. Technically,
we design two models for our uniqueness analyses and protection, i.e., a PB-FIND model to identify the probability a user can
be uniquely re-identified from leaked information; a PB-HIDE model to protect users from potentially leaked information.
Specifically, we systematically measure the user uniqueness on users’ finger traces (i.e., connection URL and domain), foot
traces (i.e., locations), and hybrid traces (i.e., both finger and foot traces). Our measurement results reveal (i) 97.8% users can
be uniquely re-identified by 4 random domain records of their finger traces and 96.2% users can be uniquely re-identified by 5
random locations on buses; (ii) 98.1% users can be uniquely re-identified by only 2 random records if both their connection
records and locations are leaked to attackers. Moreover, the evaluation results show our PB-HIDE algorithm protects more
than 95% users from the potentially leaked information by inserting only 1.5% synthetic records in the original dataset to
preserve their data utility.
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1

INTRODUCTION

We are living in a digital era and experiencing a rapid growth of Internet access to public networks. The number
of public WiFi APs (Access Points) deployed has reached 94 million globally and is expected to grow to 549
million in 2022 [10]. This growth is motivated by the prevalence of portable computing devices, e.g., there are
about 3 billion smartphone users in 2018 in the world. As a promising technology, public transport WiFi enables
high connection speeds and is a cost-effective way for passengers to access Internet services with their portable
devices on public transportation systems such as buses and subways. Besides, it promotes potential commercial
values for service providers, e.g., attracting more passengers and customizing advertisements for passengers.
Because of those benefits, large cities such as New York City [18], Los Angeles [8] and Shenzhen [14] [17] [41]
[34] have equipped their bus systems with WiFi services, which cover around 100% bus passengers in those cities.
Even though bus WiFi services provide passengers with highly convenient and ubiquitous Internet access, there
is a growing concern about privacy leakage among bus WiFi users due to its open environment [7] [23]. Different
from the WiFi hot spots at home or business environments, which are always protected with techniques such
as WEP, WPA, WPA2 encryption [22] [3], the public transport WiFi is difficult to deploy with these protection
techniques since it needs to accommodate on-the-go passengers. As a result, most bus WiFi hot spots are public
without a security guarantee. Furthermore, bus WiFi operators have been collecting detailed bus WiFi usage
records. Those records can be shared with other third parties such as advertisers for commercial purposes or
researchers for research purposes. On the other hand, the usage records from real-world users are possible to be
leaked due to the public environment on a bus and open nature of bus WiFi systems. For example, someone can
remove WiFi devices in buses for vandalism or theft. With the leaked information, there is a potential risk that a
user can be uniquely re-identified in bus WiFi systems. What is worse, most users are neglecting the privacy
threats because there is no systematical work to quantify the privacy leakage in a public transport WiFi system.
For example, if an attacker has access to user records of a bus WiFi system, e.g., a developer from advertisement
company, he/she can get on that bus every day and saw who was using phone for what purposes (e.g., a girl was
checking email at 10am), and then he/she can re-identify this real-world user from records later.
Researchers have accumulated abundant knowledge for user uniqueness and privacy from many large-scale
systems such as location uniqueness [5], smartphone applications [36] [31] and passenger re-identification
from their historical trajectories [30] [37] [40] [33]. Those works are built on systems with stationary sensing
where stationary sensors are deployed to sensing locations, e.g., cell towers are stationary, regular WiFi APs
are stationary, payment devices are stationary. Therefore, those studies cannot capture the correlation between
continuous mobility patterns of passengers and online activities. Moreover, previous works mainly focus on the
general setting of human activities, which is difficult to narrow down to the uniqueness in public transportation
and their correlation with commuting patterns of passengers.
To the best of our knowledge, little work, if any, has been focused on uniqueness analyses and protection in
large-scale mobile bus WiFi sensing systems or mobile WiFi systems in a generic setting. This is mainly because
it is challenging to access large-scale bus WiFi usage data. Bus WiFi sensing systems are different from other
works from three perspectives: (i) A bus WiFi system consists of mobile access points moving with passengers, in
contrast to other systems such as cellular networks with stationary towers. Thus users will be mostly connected
to a single access point even with long-distance travel whereas users are mostly connected to different cellular
towers and stationary access points in cellular networks or stationary WiFi; (ii) In a bus WiFi setting, user devices
and access points are close to each other in buses. Typically, real-time locations of buses are public information,
e.g., for bus arrival prediction services. It leads to fine-grained and continuous location information on users’
Internet access records, in contrast to discrete coarse-grained locations (tower level) of cellular networks. Based
on those unique properties of bus WiFi systems, we conduct our analyses to (i) compare fine-grained hybrid
traces, i.e. foot traces (i.e., offline physical locations) and finger traces (i.e., online visiting behaviors), with single
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types of traces, which are widely investigated in other studies; (ii) study user privacy with users’ commuting
patterns such as commuters and visitors. Even though cellular networks can collect locations of users’ connected
towers, the sensing granularity is coarse-grained on both spatial and temporal dimensions. Besides, it is observed
that users are not always connected to the nearest tower due to load balancing [28] [13] and Ping-Pong effect in
cellular networks [19] [27]. Instead, mobile access points record locations of users passively and continuously
with high accuracy. Therefore, bus WiFi systems record users’ commuting patterns with high accuracy. Even
though bus WiFi service providers and advertisers collected large-scale bus WiFi usage records to improve system
efficiency and to customize advertisements based on user interests, these data are exclusively used for commercial
purposes with extensive sharing. Recently, in the vision of smart cities, large-scale bus WiFi data have been
shared with or traded to researchers and city planners for social good. Thus, the privacy concern increases when
these data are centrally collected and copied for various purposes. Therefore, it is of great importance to identify
and protect users’ privacy in bus WiFi systems.
In this paper, we study the privacy identification and protection in bus WiFi systems from the uniqueness and
re-identification perspective. More specifically, we study two key scientific questions that how likely users can be
uniquely re-identified from bus WiFi systems if partial traces (i.e., visiting records) are leaked and more importantly
how we can protect users from the potentially leaked information. To address the above questions, we conduct
a case study based on a large-scale bus WiFi system in China. We collaborate with a leading bus WiFi service
provider in China and are fortunate to access a large-scale bus WiFi dataset including 20 million connection
records (which are defined as finger traces) and 78 million location records (which are defined as foot traces) for
770 thousand users during a two-month period. We summarize our contribution as follows:
• We utilize a real-world bus WiFi system and its connection records to understand and protect user uniqueness. Our study is based on the large scale privacy investigations covering 770 thousand users with a
fairly complete data set including both finger traces (e.g., online visiting behaviors) and foot traces (e.g.,
offline physical locations) of users, which enable us to advance the state-of-the-art method for uniqueness
analyses.
• We design a uniqueness analysis and protection framework named PrivateBus, which includes two key
components, i.e., a uniqueness analysis model PB-FIND and a uniqueness protection model PB-HIDE. PBFIND calculates the uniqueness score with leaked information under a low computing cost. PB-HIDE
protects users from leaked information by inserting a limited amount of synthetic records in the original
data.
• We implement and evaluate PrivateBus based on a large-scale bus WiFi system including 41 million
connection and location records from 770 thousand bus WiFi users. Our privacy identification results
reveal (i) 97.8% users can be uniquely re-identified by 4 random domain records of their finger traces; (ii)
96.2% users can be uniquely re-identified by 5 random locations on buses. (iii) 98.1% users can be uniquely
re-identified by 2 random records if both their connection records and locations are leaked to attackers.
Our privacy protection evaluation results reveal PB-HIDE algorithm protects more than 95% of users from
potentially leaked information by inserting only 1.5% synthetic records in the original dataset to ensure the
original dataset inserted with synthetic records is still useful when released, i.e., to protect the data utility
while preserving the privacy. We will share our three days of data for 1,000 users as samples for the benefit
of IMWUT community.
The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work and section 3
describes datasets. We motivate our work in section 4 and present a uniqueness analysis model in section 5.
Section 6 elaborates our uniqueness analysis results. Section 7 is a privacy protection model. Section 8 summarizes
lesson learned and discussion, followed by the conclusion of our work in section 9.
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2

RELATED WORK

Understanding privacy risk and crowd uniqueness in bus WiFi systems is of great importance for privacy
protection and generalization of bus WiFi systems. In fact, there is a trend showing that users use their portable
devices for Internet access more often than other activities. Investigating privacy risk on those portable devices
has received considerable attention recently due to data availability. In table 1, we summarize existing studies
based on a two-dimension taxonomy from both users’ and service providers’ perspectives: (i) user traces, i.e.,
single traces or hybrid traces. (ii) service end, i.e., users are connected to either stationary access points such as
cellular towers or mobile access points such as mobile WiFi routers.
Table 1. Sensing Privacy Study Survey

Categories
User
End

2.1

Single
Hybrid

Sensing End
Stationary Access Points Mobile Access Points
[29] [42] [39] [4] [16] [31]
[24] [12]
[5] [7] [11] [20] [21] [15]
[31] [1] [38] [32]
PrivateBus

Stationary Access Points

Single types of traces: Recently, as the increase of mobile devices such as smart phones and tablets, high-speed
and inexpensive Internet access are becoming crucial in daily life for most people. With the increase of Internet
access demand, many infrastructures are built to provide data access services. Most of the studies of privacy
on Internet users are built upon stationary sensors such as cellular towers in cellular networks [29] [42] [39],
stationary WiFi access points [7], PoI locations [5]. The connected sensing devices change with human mobility
and usage patterns. Most of the stationary sensing studies analyzed privacy risk in a single type of traces, i.e.
foot traces or finger traces. For example, Shklovski et al. studied location tracking concerns from cellphone users
on cellphone applications. Kandappu et al. developed a privacy-preserving mobile crowd-sourcing platform with
a mobile client and a backend server [21]. Studies on human mobility revisitation revealed revisitation patterns
of cellphone users in a city [20] [4] [11] [16] [15].
Hybrid types of user devices: Other studies are focused on uniqueness in more general settings and not
restricted to a specific type of user traces. For example, Tu et al. studied the uniqueness in cellphone applications
in cellular networks where the sensing end is the stationary cellular towers with finger traces and sparse
observations of foot traces [31]. Almuhimedi et al. conducted a study to remind users of the privacy risk by
installing a permission application on users’ smart devices [1]. Xu et al revealed the privacy risk on aggregated
level based on large-scale mobility data in cellular networks [38]. Tu et al. designed a synthetic model to generate
human trajectories to protect user privacy and reserve data utilities [32].

2.2

Mobile Access Points

Single types of human traces: Compared with stationary access points, mobile access point operators provide
services to user devices but passively collect detailed human mobility information based on access point locations.
Users’ locations are passively collected by the same access point when users are moving anytime when a user is
connected to the system. Especially, such sensors show a high correlation with human commuting patterns. An
onboard GPS is a mobile access point that can record locations of users accessing the vehicle. Mohamed et al.
proposed a mobility privacy protection algorithm on small scale taxis in Bejing [24]. Douriez et al. studied the
privacy protection among taxis in New York City [12].
Hybrid types of human traces (our work): To the best of our knowledge, little work, if any, has been conducted
to analyze uniqueness and privacy risk in large scale bus WiFi systems, which track hybrid user traces continuously
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with mobile access points. The privacy risk becomes a major concern in public WiFi services for users. Bus WiFi
systems are unique with both finger traces and foot traces when users access to services. Our work is based on
usage records of a large-scale bus WiFi system covering 770 thousand users in two months. Due to the open
nature of public WiFi and the mobility nature of buses, public WiFi systems record both detailed finger traces
and foot traces of users, which make our work different from others.

3

DATASET

In this section, we introduce a bus WiFi system and the data format collected in the system. Then we conduct a
preliminary analysis based on the dataset.

3.1

Bus WiFi System
Sensors
GPS

Camera

Passengers
Tablets

Laptops

Smart
Phones

Other
Devices

End Users

Routers

Cellular Network
Providers

Cellular
Networks

Bus Service
Providers

Gateways

Advertisement
Companies

Transmission

Service Providers

Fig. 1. Data Flow in Bus WiFi Systems

We collaborate with a bus operating company in China providing large-scale WiFi services. The workflow of
the bus WiFi system is presented in Figure 1, which can be divided into three stages: (i) connections from end
users’ devices; (ii) data transmission from WiFi routers to gateways of cellular networks; (iii) data collection and
analyses in service providers. In the first stage of the bus WiFi data flow, end users connect to WiFi routers on
buses to access the Internet. There are two categories of data transmission relying on the bus WiFi for Internet
access, i.e., data transmission for bus passengers and data transmission for bus onboard sensors. On one hand, bus
passengers connect to the bus WiFi system with their portable devices such as smartphones, tablets, and laptops.
On the other hand, data generated by onboard sensors, e.g., onboard GPS, videos from monitoring cameras, are
uploaded to service providers with the bus WiFi system. In the second stage, the bus WiFi routers are connected
to the nearby cellular towers. Both data transmission from passenger devices and onboard sensors requests
utilities in cellular networks, which provide Internet services for the bus WiFi system. In the third stage, log
records and onboard sensing data are collected by service providers including cellular network service providers,
bus service providers and advertisement companies.

3.2

Data Format

We introduce our dataset collected by a large-scale bus WiFi system in Figure 2. The data are collected in two
months from February to April in 2017 with 770 thousand users and 4,408 bus WiFi devices. Most of the bus
WiFi devices (more than 4000) are deployed in Chinese City Shenzhen and the rest of them are deployed in other
cities. The total data size is 40.7 GB. Based on different end devices, i.e. data from portable devices and data from
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onboard GPS sensors, we define two types of traces: finger traces are records of passengers when they use bus
WiFi for Internet connections; foot traces are GPS records of buses, which contain locations of bus WiFi users.
Due to the open nature of bus WiFi systems, it has a higher chance to reveal both the finger traces and foot
traces of users. Compared with other systems such as (i) cellular networks, which record finger traces of users,
and (ii) transportation systems, which record foot traces of passengers, both traces are collected by bus WiFi
systems when users are connected.
Bus WiFI System
Time Period

# of Users

# of Buses

2017-02-02 to 2017-04-02

770 K

4408

Finger Traces

Data Size
40.7 GB

Foot Traces

# of Records

20 M

# of Records

Total Taffic

1.5 PB

Time Inteval

Attributes

78 M
5 minutes
Attributes

Start Time
URL

End Time
Data Type

Longtitude

Latitude

Traffic

mac address

WiFi Device ID

Time

Device Type

WiFi Device ID

Fig. 2. Data Description

4

MOTIVATION

Open Environment
Local Cache
Share Access Point

Finger Behavior
Apps
Browsing
FTP, etc

Target User
Finger Traces
Foot Traces
Hybrid Traces

Service Providers
Advertisers
Researchers
City Planners

Access Points
Locations

Foot Behavior
Leaked Traces
Attacker

Target User

Fig. 3. Privacy Concern in Bus WiFi Systems

4.1

Privacy Concern

The service providers collect large-amount data for billing or user profiling purposes, e.g., potential advertisement.
However, there is a potential risk of data leakage when data are centrally collected by many service providers [6][2].
Furthermore, since both onboard sensors and passenger devices rely on bus WiFi systems for data transmission,
both finger traces, i.e., user connection records, and foot traces, i.e., user locations inferred from onboard sensor
records, are recorded and collected. Due to the public nature of bus WiFi systems, there is a high risk of privacy
breach for individual users. We illustrate a potential privacy leakage process in Figure 3. On one hand, service
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providers collect historical records in the bus WiFi systems including both finger traces and foot traces for billing
or profiling purposes. For instance, bus service operators and cellular network providers analyze the collected
records for better caching strategies, e.g., caching popular videos to save cellular traffic. Advertisement companies
model user interests from finger traces to customize advertisements for users. Moreover, the data are traded to
city planners and researchers for social good. One the other hand, partial information of users are potentially
leaked to attackers by observations, from local caches, and by the shared local network on the bus. As a result,
understanding and modeling the privacy risk based on real-world data is crucial for both bus WiFi users and
service providers in order to provide some privacy protection mechanisms. Specifically, we are interested in the
possibility that a user can be uniquely re-identified from bus WiFi users with partial real-world observations.

4.2

Unique Patterns of Bus WiFi Users

Previous works have focused on uniqueness in general settings such as smartphone apps [31] and location-based
services in public dataset [9] [5]. These studies reveal potential privacy risks in either finger traces or foot traces
in smart phone apps and public map data. Compared with these studies, bus WiFi users show unique trace
patterns in terms of both finger traces and foot traces. Figure 4 compares the user demands in a cellular network
in Chinese city Shenzhen (we omit the data details due to space limitation) and the bus system in Shenzhen. CDR
stands for call detail records and Data is the cellular data connection records of regular data services. This figure
indicates the demand in Bus WiFi systems is more regular and concentrated than cellular networks, where the
peak demands for Bus WiFi are between 7am-9am and 4pm-6pm, which are two peak hours commuting between
home and work locations. We further study the entropy of bus passengers and cellular users with respect to foot
traces and finger traces. The studied entropy is defined in Equation 1 where 𝑋 (𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑢) is a function to count the
frequency that a user 𝑢 is observed at 𝑠𝑖 , which is a location in foot traces and a connection domain in finger
traces.
𝑛
Õ
𝐻 (𝑢) = −
𝑝 (𝑋 (𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑢))𝑙𝑜𝑔2𝑝 (𝑋 (𝑠 𝑗 , 𝑢))
(1)
𝑗=1

Compared with cellular networks, bus systems have a high frequency on certain locations, e.g., bus routes
commuting between home and work, and thus a low entropy on the observed locations. Figure 5 demonstrates
that bus WiFi users show a more regular pattern on Internet access. For instance, we observed that few users use
online payments in buses due to privacy concerns. In conclusion, it is easier to analyze the usage patterns and
potentially expose the identities of bus WiFi users than cellular users.

Fig. 4. Bus and Cellular Demand

Fig. 5. Finger Trace Entropy
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5

METHODOLOGY

In this section, we formalize our problem as a crowd uniqueness analysis task in bus WiFi systems. The bus WiFi
user uniqueness is defined as the possibility that one user can be uniquely re-identified in a bus WiFi system. To
study this problem, we design a model to analyze the crowd uniqueness from our large-scale dataset.

5.1

Terminology and Problem Definition

We summarize notations used in Table 2.
Table 2. Terminology and Notations

Terminology
Notation
Meaning
User
𝑢𝑖
a bus WiFi user, 𝑢𝑖 is the 𝑖𝑡ℎ user
Trace Record
𝑟𝑖
a trace record in the bus WiFi system, 𝑟𝑖 is the record from user 𝑖
Record Set
R𝑖
trace record set generated by user 𝑢𝑖
Leaked Information
L𝑖𝑛
set of n leaked records of user 𝑢𝑖
User Set
𝑈𝑗
user set associated with record 𝑟 𝑗
Identified User Set
𝑈𝑛
users uniquely re-identified by 𝑛 number of random records
Traces. A trace in bus WiFi systems is an observation of a bus WiFi user at a specific time, which are described
by a tuple of attributes. In our analysis, there are two types of traces based on different human behaviors, i.e., (i)
foot traces, which describe locations of users, (ii) finger traces, which describe the connection behavior of users.
𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟
𝑓 𝑜𝑜𝑡
We use 𝑟𝑖 to present a trace from user 𝑖. For different types, we use 𝑟𝑖
to present a finger trace and 𝑟𝑖
to
present a foot trace.
Problem Definition. For each user 𝑢𝑖 , we randomly select 𝑛 number of records as a leaked dataset 𝐿𝑖𝑛 . Therefore,
given a uniqueness level 𝑛, we construct a leaked dataset 𝐿𝑛∀ for all users. Our goal is to find the number of users
that can be uniquely re-identified with leaked data from the original dataset in the system, which is formalized in
Equation 2 where 𝑝 𝑛 is the probability that a user can be uniquely re-identified by 𝑛 random records.
𝑈 𝑛 = {𝑢𝑖 |𝐿𝑖𝑛 ∩ 𝑅𝑛∀ = 𝑢𝑖 ; 𝑖 = 1, 2, ...}
(2)
|𝑈 𝑛 |
𝑝𝑛 =
|𝑈 |

5.2

Analysis Model

The uniqueness analysis in such a large dataset is time-consuming and requires high memory cost. A straightforward method to compute uniqueness is based on two loops. We iterate one user from the leaked data in the
outer loop and search for the matched users in the inner loop. The time complexity is |L| · |R| since we need a
pair-wise check for all records between leaked data and original data. To reduce the computing complexity, we
design a computing model named PB-FIND to calculate the uniqueness score given a uniqueness level 𝑛, which is
the number of leaked records for every user. We illustrate our model in Figure 6, which includes three parts: (i)
heuristic caching or indexing; (ii) candidate pruning; (iii) candidate set minimization.
(i) Heuristic Caching or Indexing. A user record in bus WiFi systems consists of two parts <u,r> where 𝑢 is a user id
and 𝑟 is a studied trace record, e.g., URL and time in finger traces; location and time in foot traces; URL, location
and time in hybrid traces. We use three maps in Table 3 to cache or index the relation between studied trace
record 𝑟 and user 𝑢 in the bus WiFi dataset. To quantify the popularity of one trace 𝑟 , we count the number of
users associated with 𝑟 and store their information in a hash map M𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 of which the key is 𝑟 and the value is
the number of associated users. We store the mapping from 𝑟 to the associated users in M𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 of which the
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Fig. 6. PB-FIND Analysis Model

key is 𝑟 and the value is a list of associated users. We cache number of <u,r> in M𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 of which the key is <u,r>
and the value is the number of <u,r> in the original bus WiFi dataset.
Table 3. Heuristic Maps

Terminology
Notation
heuristic score
M𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
candidate map M𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠
existence map
M𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠

Meaning
a hash map from traces 𝑟 to number of users
a hash map from traces 𝑟 to list of users
a true map indicating existence of <u,r> in row data

(ii) User Pruning. For one user and his leaked traces, we first find the trace with the smallest heuristic score in
M𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 . In other words, we select the trace 𝑟 𝑗 that re-identifies the least number of users. Second, we use the
candidate map M𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 to retrieve all users with the trace. The retrieved users are candidates in our analysis.
Our original problem is to re-identify a specific user from all users, of which the search space is the total number
of users |U |. With the pruning process, the problem is transferred to re-identify a specific user from the candidate
set 𝑈 𝑗 , of which the search space is significantly reduced to |𝑈 𝑗 |.
(iii) Candidate Set Minimization. We start from a candidate set 𝑈 𝑗 and conduct a candidate set minimization process
to filter unmatched candidates. The hash key of the existence map M𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 is the combination of a trace record
and a user <u,r>; the value is the number of existence of the combination. We combine a user from the candidate
set and a trace from the leaked user as a candidate key. We examine when the candidate user has the trace with
existence map M𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 . If the combination is not found in the trace map, we remove the user from the candidate
set. We stop the process when either the size of candidate set is 1 or all leaked traces have been checked. In the
first case, it means the target user can be uniquely re-identified with the leaked traces. In the second case, it
means the target user cannot be uniquely re-identified. The details are given in Algorithm 1 with pseudo-code.
Online v.s. Offline Analysis: The proposed method is used for both offline and online analysis. In the offline
analysis, we build indexing and caching on M𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 , M𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 and M𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 and calculate the uniqueness based
on current users. In the online analysis, for a new user or an existing user with L𝑖𝑛 , we add the new records
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ALGORITHM 1: PB-FIND
Input : leaked record set L𝑛 , original record set R
Result: p𝑛
Initialize M𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 , M𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 , M𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 ;
Sort L𝑛 by 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 from M𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ;
𝑁 ← |U| ;
for 𝑖 ← 1 to 𝑁 do
L𝑖𝑛 ← the leaked records of user 𝑢𝑖 ;
𝑟 0 ← check M𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 to find the record with the least score in L𝑖𝑛 ;
candidates ← get associate users of 𝑟 0 by M𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 ;
COUN T (𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑟 ) ← count number of every pair <candidate,r> where candidate ∈ candidates and r ∈ L𝑖𝑛 ;
during the count;
if <candidate,r> not in M𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 or COUN T (𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑟 ) > M𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 (𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑟 ) then
remove candidate from candidates
end
if |candidates| == 1 then
number_of_unique_users += 1;
break count;
end
end count;
end
p𝑛 = number_of_unique_users / N

with the user and re-sample n records L̂𝑖𝑛 for the user where n is the uniqueness level. Further, we update the
three maps and update the uniqueness status of all other users with records associated ΔL𝑖𝑛 = L̂𝑖𝑛 − L𝑖𝑛 and
ΔL̂𝑖𝑛 = L𝑖𝑛 − L𝑖𝑛 .

6

RESULT & ANALYSIS

In this section, we evaluate our method and study the uniqueness among users.

6.1

Evaluation

6.1.1 Analysis. The time complexity in the map initialization process is 𝑂 (|R|) since we loop all records to
create three maps. In the pruning process, the algorithm iterates the number of leaked records of every user to
find the record with the least score. The time complexity in this process is 𝑂 (|U|), i.e.,𝑛 · |U| where n is a small
constant number, which is the uniqueness level. In the candidate set minimization process, the worst case is to
check every pair of <candidate, record> for every leaked user. Therefore, the time complexity is 𝑛 · 𝛽 · |U| where
𝛽 is the number of candidates. We investigate the average number of candidates with different 𝑛 in Section 6. We
found the number of candidates is relatively small. Therefore, we have |R| ≥ 𝑛 · 𝛽 · |U| > 𝑛 · |U|, the upper bound
of the whole algorithm is a linear complexity 𝑂 (|R|).
6.1.2 Settings. We introduce theÍevaluation settings for PB-FIND as follows. (i) metrics: we use MRT (Mean
𝑛
𝑡𝑖
Re-identification Time) defined as 𝑖=1
𝑛 , in which we calculate the average computing time to re-identify all users
in the bus systems for n times of releases, as the metric to measure the computing efficiency in the re-identification.
(ii) baselines: we compare our model with three baseline models, i.e., Search, Inner Join and LRIA. For a target
user, in Search, we check records of every user in the system, the process will stop if there is a user with the
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same records as the target user (not unique) or no such a user can be found (unique); The Inner Join is similar
to inner join function in database SQL operation. We use inner join to join the release data with itself and the
joined column is the released records. Specifically, it sorts released data and then uses two pointers (left pointer
and right pointer) to scan the released data. If there is a match and the matched user is not the same user, both
pointers move forward and the user on the left pointer will be marked as not unique. If two pointers are not
matched, we move the smaller pointer forward. If the smaller pointer is the left pointer, we marked the user as
unique. LRIA method is Location Re-Identification Algorithm proposed in [5] to find the unique PoIs that can be
used to re-identify a surrounding user. We change the PoI to both finger traces and foot traces in our evaluation.
(iii) implementation: we implemented both PB-FIND and baseline methods in finger trace, foot trace and hybrid
trace uniqueness analysis in the bus WiFi system with more than 770 k users. We test the running time of our
model with a desktop with 32GB memory, 1TB HDD storage, Intel Xeon CPU E5-1660 v3, installed with the latest
Windows 10 and Python 2.7 coding environment. We will release the source code and the python package for the
algorithms.

(a) Pruning

(b) Offline Analysis

(c) Online Analysis

Fig. 7. PB-FIND Evaluation

6.1.3 Evaluation Results. In the model analysis, we found the computing efficiency depends on the number of
candidates after the pruning process. Figure 7a presents the number of candidates distribution after the pruning
process. We found with the pruning process, the computing complexity decreases dramatically from 770 thousand
bus WiFi users to hundreds of candidates on average. We further evaluate PB-FIND based on the proposed
metric MRT in both offline analysis and online analysis. We found compared with other methods, Search method
costs 10 times more computing time, therefore we omit the detailed comparison. As shown in Figure 7b, PB-FIND
reduces the computing time around 50% compared with the two baseline methods. In the online analysis as in
Figure 7c, PB-FIND reduces running time around 80% since it only needs to update the status of associate users.

6.2

Finger Traces

6.2.1 User Behaviors. To understand user behaviors in the bus WiFi system, we study their finger trace distribution based on the collected data. First, we found 26% of users only connect to one domain or web app and 56%
of users connect to fewer than eight domains as shown in Figure 8. Besides, 74% users have less than 1-hour
connection duration in Figure 9. The reason is that most buses cover short routes in small regions and the users
rely on buses for short trips such as commuting between work and home locations. Figure 10 shows the traffic
usage of bus WiFi users. We found two peaks in both downloading and uploading data, which is caused by
different user behaviors. The first peak for two types of traffic is around 50 KB. These Users connect to bus WiFi
in a short time period for online communication, e.g., they use WhatApp, WeChat or Skype for either personal or
business purposes. The second downloading traffic peak is around 1 GB, and uploading traffic peak is around 20
MB. In this group, the users download or upload a large amount of data, e.g., searching for web pages, requesting
online music or movies, posting on social media, etc.
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Fig. 8. Requests

Fig. 9. Duration

Fig. 10. Traffic

6.2.2 Finger Trace Uniqueness. To understand how unique users are with their finger traces, we analyze their
connections to domains or web applications. We found an unbalanced distribution in domains. In particular, the
users show a different Internet connection behavior compared with private networks such as cellular networks
and home WiFi. For example, even though 10.8% of users visited TaoBao, which is the largest e-commercial web
application in China, most of them only search for items or chat with sellers. Few users use financial services with
bus WiFi connections, e.g., online payments such as Alipay, WeChat Pay, or PayPal. These are potentially caused
by two reasons. First, buses are public environments and limited by space and functionality, e.g., a passenger is
surrounded by other passengers when typing a payment password. Second, privacy is one of the major concerns
for users due to the open nature of public WiFi.
The daily connection duration differs in visited domains as shown in Figure 11. The user behavior is impacted
by the types of activities that they had. For example, most web browsing durations for online shopping website
are less than 40 minutes, while the service website browsing durations are nearly uniformly distributed. In
addition, users’ PDF for different types of activity are likely to follow the Poisson distribution with respect to
different parameters choose for population modeling. As as a result, it is not straightforward to re-identify a
bus WiFi user with only historical visiting domains, e.g., I saw user A visited google.com with bus WiFi, without
any temporal information, e.g., I saw user A visited google.com last Friday. As shown in Figure 12, only 20% of
users can be uniquely re-identified by 10 visited domains; 40% of users can be uniquely re-identified by 20 visited
domains. However, if a full visited URL is leaked for a specific user, e.g., leaked by service providers, hackers,
malicious applications, a user can be easily re-identified from all bus WiFi users. 83.2% of users can be uniquely
re-identified with less than 10 URLs and 91% of users can be uniquely re-identified with less than 20 URLs.

Fig. 11. Duration in Categories

Fig. 12. Finger Trace Uniqueness

6.2.3 Impact of Temporal Granularity. We investigate how temporal granularity impacts the uniqueness of finger
traces. A finger trace leakage with 1-hour temporal granularity means a finger trace is released with time and the
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accuracy of associated time is at hour level, e.g., I saw user A visited google.com around 5pm to 6pm last Friday. We
study the temporal granularity (i) within one hour from 10 minutes to 50 minutes in Figure 13a; (ii) within one
day from 1 hour to 15 hours in Figure 13b; (iii) from 1 day to 2 weeks in Figure 13c. We found as the decrease of
the temporal granularity, e.g., 10 minutes to 2 weeks, the uniqueness decreases. When the temporal granularity
is 10 minutes, 97.8% of users can be uniquely re-identified with 4 random domain records. However, only 55.1%
of users and 33.7% of users can be uniquely re-identified with 4 random records with 1-day and 1-week temporal
granularity, respectively.

(a) Hour

6.3

(b) Day
Fig. 13. Impact of Temporal Granularity on Finger Traces

(c) Week

Foot Traces

Different from location records collected by location-based applications such as navigation apps, in which user
actively report their locations for location-based services, foot traces in the bus system are passively sensed by the
onboard GPS devices and uploaded by bus WiFi systems. Even though bus passenger behavior has been widely
investigated in previous work [35] [25], most of them are based on pick-up locations from smart card transaction
records or small samples of passengers [25]. Different from these works, bus WiFi systems collect detailed traces
of users. Based on the collected foot traces, we analyze user behavior and their foot trace uniqueness to study the
potential privacy risk.
6.3.1 Foot Trace Distribution. Figure 14 visualizes the heatmap of bus WiFi connections in four cities including a
tier-1 city Shenzhen City, two provincial capital cities Nanjing and Changsha, a tier-2 city WuXi. We quantify the
travel demand as the number of observed passengers. The red color indicates a higher demand and the green color
indicates a lower demand. We found a higher demand in the tier-1 city due to a high coverage of the bus WiFi
and a high traffic demand of the bus WiFi system. In general, we found the travel demand is positively related to
the population density in the city as we compare travel demand distribution with population distribution from
Worldpop dataset [26].
Figure 15 shows the number of buses a user takes in one day on average. We found most users have constant
bus routes due to their fixed mobility patterns, e.g, commuting between several locations. 43.2% of users access to
1 bus WiFi device and 15.1% of users access to 2 bus WiFi devices during the one-day period. Buses are one of the
major public transportation tools in cities, and most buses cover small regions. Therefore, most bus passengers
are moving in regions with a certain radius. We first compute the maximum distance between two locations
of a user in one day, which is defined as the daily radius at a specific day for the user. Second, we quantify the
passengers’ travel radius by the median value of the daily radius. We found the travel radius of 27% of bus WiFi
users is smaller than 1 km and the travel radius of 91% of users is smaller than 10 km in Figure 16.
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Changsha

Wuxi

Nanjing

Shenzhen
Fig. 14. Connection Activity distribution in Four Selected Cities

Fig. 15. Record

Fig. 16. Travel Radius

6.3.2 Foot Trace Uniqueness. We first study the uniqueness with bus WiFi devices in Figure 17, in which a user
is re-identified with historical accessed WiFi devices, e.g., I saw user A connected to the bus WiFi in bus 18. We
found it is with low probability to re-identify a bus WiFi user with only connected WiFi device leakage, e.g.,
35.5% of users are uniquely re-identified with less than 10 historical connected bus WiFi devices, and 53.4% of
users are re-identified with less than 30 historical bus WiFi devices accessed by a specific user. Figure 18 shows a
comparison with respect to the user re-identification rate among different spatial granularity and the amount
of spatial information being leaked, e.g., I saw user A connected to bus WiFi near location l. From the plot, while
fewer than 3% of users can be re-identified with one grid information when the granularity is 1km, around 10%
of them can be re-identified with 1 random record with a granularity of 1m. While around 40% of users can be
re-identified by 10 locations with 1km granularity, 90% of users can be uniquely re-identified by same amount of
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locations with 1m granularity. This indicates that a fine spatial granularity has a significant higher chance to
expose an user’s identity even when the spatial information provided is limited.

Fig. 17. Uniqueness With WiFi devices

Fig. 18. Spatial Granularity

6.3.3 Impact of Temporal Granularity. We further investigate the privacy risk if the temporal information of
connected devices are leaked, e.g., I saw user A connected to the bus WiFi in bus 18 last Friday. When combining
temporal information with spatial information, we found even the most coarse spatial granularity (1 km) can
uniquely distinguish over 65% of users by 4 records with a 10 minutes’ precision as Figure 19 shows compared to
Figure 18. On the other hand, the performance of unique user re-identification would not decrease significantly
even with the most coarse temporal granularity (10 hours) compared with fine temporal granularity (10 mins)
when the spatial information is given. The reason is that most users have daily patterns on buses,e.g., daily
commuting between home and work locations, and when the temporal granularity is less than one day, the
uniqueness will not change significantly. It further implies when spatial and temporal information are combined,
even the most coarse granularity for both of them, it can uniquely re-identify more than 90% of users with more
than 5 records.

(a) 1m

(b) 100m

(c) 1km

Fig. 19. Impact of Spatial and Temporal Granularity

According to Figure 20, leaking additional temporal information increases the uniqueness significantly. If
3 connected devices are leaked with temporal granularity less than one day, 97.2% of users can be uniquely
re-identified from all bus WiFi users. The reason is when we combine temporal information and bus WiFi ID, the
exact locations of users are determined. There is a high uniqueness on the combination of the three-dimension
information, e.g., I saw user A connected to the bus WiFi device in bus 18 at the airport station. Since most passengers
take one bus once in one day, the impact of temporal granularity on uniqueness is small when the temporal
granularity is less than one day as shown in the three figures.
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(a) Minutes

(b) Hours

(c) Days

Fig. 20. Impact of Temporal Granularity on Bus Traces

6.4

Hybrid Traces

6.4.1 Hybrid Trace Uniqueness. When both foot traces (foot trace can be represented by the bus WiFi ID and
detailed locations) and finger traces are revealed, we found a much higher privacy risk to uniquely re-identify a
user as shown in Figure 21, in which we use both domains and connected WiFi devices to identify a user, e.g., I
saw user A browsed google.com in bus 18. We found 97.7% of users can be uniquely re-identified by hybrid traces
with 5 random records even without temporal information.
6.4.2 Impact of Temporal Granularity. We study the impact of temporal granularity on the uniqueness of hybrid
traces in Figure 22 and 23. When hybrid traces and temporal information are leaked, e.g., I saw user B browsed
google.com at location l around 4:10pm last Friday, re-identification rate get much more increased. With a temporal
granularity of 100m, more than 92% of the users can be re-identified with only one finger trace record. Compared
to Figure 19, adding finger trace increases the uniqueness significantly from 61% to 92%. More than 99% of the
users can be uniquely re-identified given 4 finger trace records even with a spatial granularity of 1km. This
implies given that we get only 4 leaked browser records with rough information of the browsing time (morning,
afternoon, evening) and the browsing location (within 1km grid), we are still very likely to uniquely re-identify
this person.

Fig. 21. Finger and Bus

6.5

Fig. 22. Spatial and Temporal-100m

Fig. 23. Spatial and Temporal-1km

User Groups

We study bus WiFi privacy risk in four different user groups, e.g., routine commuters RT-C, non-routine commuters
NR-C, non-commuting residents NC-R and visitors. To identify user roles in the system, we divide one day into
four time slots, i.e., two daytime peak hours (7am-10am, 4pm-7pm), daytime non-peak hours (10am-4pm) and
night time (8pm-7am). We first construct a daily vector for each user. A user is labeled as commuter in a day
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when a user is observed in the two peak hours. We label a user as a routine commuter, i.e., RT-C, when a user is
labeled as a commuter more than or equal to 3 days every week. A user is labeled as a non-routine commuter, i.e.,
NR-C, when a user is labeled as commuter less than 3 days every week. A user is labeled as a non-commuting
resident, i.e., NC-R, if the user is connected to bus WiFi for more than 3 days every week but not a commuter.
We label other users as visitors. We study the uniqueness of different groups of users as in Figure 24a. We found
NC-R is the easiest to be re-identified from usage traces. The potential reason is that non-commuting residents
visited random locations that are rarely explored by other users. Moreover, we study the impact of revisitation
rate and different connection durations. We define the revisitation rate of one location as revisitation frequency
on the location divided by the total number of visits. We first filter users with one record and the revisitation rate
of a user is defined as the highest revisitation rate of all locations for the user. We study the impact of revisitation
on the uniqueness of users with 4 released records in Figure 24b where the low revisitation rate is below 10%, the
medium revisitation rate is between 10% to 30%, and the high revisitation rate is larger than 30%. We found that a
higher revisitation rate makes users easier to be re-identified with finger traces. In contrast, users with a higher
revisitation rate are less easy to be re-identified with foot traces and users with a medium revisitation are easier
to be re-identified with hybrid traces. The potential reason is that a high revisitation rate decreases the diversity
in foot traces. On the other hand, users with a high revisitation rate are mostly residents who connect to the bus
WiFi system more frequently than non-resident users. Those users are easier to be re-identified by the finger
traces. Moreover, we divide users into three groups based on their average connection duration, i.e., less than
5 minutes, between 5 minutes to 20 minutes, more than 20 minutes, and investigate the impact of the average
connection duration on users in Figure 24c. We found users with medium connection duration is less easy to be
re-identified by foot traces but easier to be re-identified by finger traces and hybrid traces.

(b) Revisitation Rate

(a) Uniqueness with User Groups

(c) Duration

Fig. 24. Uniqueness with Commuting Patterns

7

UNIQUENESS PROTECTION

In this section, we design a uniqueness protection model named PB-HIDE, which protects users from reidentification by potentially leaked information and preserves data utility by inserting a small amount of synthetic
records in the original data.
As illustrated in Figure 25, if there are three users in the system, i.e., A, B, C. User A has two records, i.e., 𝑟 1 and
𝑟 2 ; user B has two records, i.e., 𝑟 1 and 𝑟 4 ; user C has two records, i.e., 𝑟 2 and 𝑟 4 . If two records of user A, i.e., 𝑟 1 , 𝑟 2 ,
are leaked to an attacker. Without a protection strategy, user A can be uniquely re-identified from these three
users. We are unable to change the leaked information since 𝑟 1 and 𝑟 2 are observed from real-world scenarios. To
decrease the probability that a bus WiFi user can be uniquely re-identified from all records, one efficient strategy
is to add synthetic records N as noise in the original records. For instance, when we add one record 𝑟 2 to user B
or one record 𝑟 1 to user A in the original dataset R, the user A is protected in the leakage. A simple approach
is to add as many synthetic records as possible in the original data to decrease the privacy risk. However, this
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Fig. 25. Uniqueness Preserving with Redundant Records

method is not feasible in the bus WiFi system because the original data R are traded for social good or shared for
various purposes, e.g., advertisers study user interests and customize advertisements to different user groups
based on their finger traces and foot traces. The noise decreases the utility of the original dataset. Therefore, our
target is to achieve the least uniqueness for privacy protection with a certain number of redundant records N in
the original dataset R.
Problem Definition: Given a potentially leaked dataset L𝑛 , the problem is to minimize the probability that
users can be uniquely re-identified based on the potentially leaked data with 𝑚 number of synthetic records.
The optimization function is given in Equation 3 where L𝑖𝑛 is 𝑛 leaked records from user 𝑢𝑖 and 𝑈 𝑛 is a set of
identified users with 𝑛 leaked records, 𝑚 is the number of synthetic records.
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑝 𝑛
𝑠.𝑡 . |N | = 𝑚;
(3)

𝑝 𝑛 = |𝑈 𝑛 |/|𝑈 |;
𝑈 𝑛 = {𝑢 |L𝑖𝑛 ∩ (R ∪ N ) = 𝑢𝑖 };

Methodology: To solve this problem, we design a greedy-based algorithm to insert synthetic records. First, we
separate users into two groups, i.e., the identified group 𝑈 𝑛 and the unidentified group 𝑈 𝑛 . Since the users in the
unidentified group are not uniquely re-identified, our algorithm is to reduce the number of users in the identified
group until it researches the pre-defined threshold 𝜖. We quantify the performance gain of inserting a record by
the number of reduced identified users.
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Fig. 26. Uniqueness Preserving with Redundant Records

As shown in Figure 26, both user A and user B can be uniquely re-identified based on their leaked records.
We can add 𝑟 1 to user C and make user A not re-identifiable, the performance gain is 1. The second way is that
we add one record 𝑟 2 to user D. As a result, both A and B are not re-identifiable. The performance gain is 2.
The optimal solution starts from the record with the highest performance gain iteratively until the threshold
is researched. However, quantifying the performance gain of every possible insertion, i.e., user and record pair
<u,r>, requires a high computational cost. Instead, we solve the problem with a heuristic algorithm in two steps to
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insert a synthetic record < 𝑢, 𝑟 >: (i) target user selection to search for the target user 𝑢; (ii) target record selection
to search for the 𝑟 which achieves the highest performance gain in all possible combination of 𝑢.
(i) Target User Selection: In this process, we search for a user in the original dataset who potentially benefit the
most among the identified users in the leaked dataset. Based on the example in Figure 26, we find user D is a
better choice than C since it contains 2 records matched with the leaked dataset, i.e., 𝑟 1 and 𝑟 3 , while user C only
has 1 record in the leaked dataset. Therefore, we use a heuristic score 𝑠𝑖 in Equation 4 that counts the number of
common records in the user and re-identifiable users where 𝐿𝑈𝑛 𝑛 is the leaked records from all re-identifiable
users 𝑈 𝑛 .
I𝑖𝑛 = (R𝑖 ∩ L𝑈𝑛 𝑛 )/L𝑖𝑛 ; C𝑖𝑛 = L𝑈𝑛 𝑛 /I𝑖𝑛 ; 𝑠𝑖 = |I𝑖𝑛 |
(4)
(ii) Target Record Selection: In this step, we search for a record 𝑟𝑖 that maximizes the performance gain when
combined with user 𝑢𝑖 . To find such a record 𝑟𝑖 , we separate leaked records into two groups, i.e., I𝑖𝑛 and C𝑖𝑛
where C𝑖𝑛 is a complementary set of I𝑖𝑛 in terms of all leaked records L𝑈𝑛 𝑛 and C𝑖𝑛 = L𝑈 𝑛 /I𝑖𝑛 . The target record
is selected from C𝑖𝑛 . We calculate the number of co-existence between a record in C𝑖𝑛 and all records in I𝑖𝑛 . In
other words, every record in I𝑖𝑛 has a vote. We select the record in C𝑖𝑛 with the highest votes from I𝑖𝑛 . PB-HIDE
integrates two steps in Algorithm 2.
ALGORITHM 2: PB-HIDE
Input : leaked record set L𝑛 , original record set R,
Result: p𝑛
𝑁 ← |U| ;
𝑘 ←0;
while 𝑘 < 𝑚 do
𝑢 ← apply target user selection ;
𝑟 ← apply target record selection ;
R ← R ∪ {< 𝑢, 𝑟 >} ;
T ← users not re-identifiable by adding <u,r> ;
𝑈 𝑛 ← 𝑈 𝑛 /T ;
𝑘 ←𝑘 +1
end

We use the example in the Figure 26 to illustrate the algorithm. In the first step, we calculate the heuristic
score 𝑠𝑖 for four users (A, B, C, D), 𝑠𝐴 = 1, 𝑠𝐵 = 1, 𝑠𝐶 = 1, 𝑠𝐷 = 2 since A has one record 𝑟 2 from leaked records
except A itself, B has one record 𝑟 1 from leaked records except B itself, C has one record 𝑟 2 from leaked records,
D has two records from the leaked records, i.e., 𝑟 1 and 𝑟 3 . Therefore, we select D as the target user. In the second
step, we split all leaked records L 2 = {𝑟 1, 𝑟 2, 𝑟 3, 𝑟 4 } to I𝐷2 = {𝑟 1, 𝑟 3 } and C𝐷2 = {𝑟 2, 𝑟 4 }. Therefore, the candidate
records are 𝑟 3 and 𝑟 4 . Since 𝑟 2 has two votes from A and B while 𝑟 4 has 0 vote, we select 𝑟 2 as the target record
and insert <D,𝑟 2 > into the original dataset to protect the uniqueness privacy of both A and B.
Evaluation Settings: We introduce our evaluation settings as follows.
(1) Metrics: We use the uniqueness score, which is the percent of users that can be uniquely re-identified
among all users, as our evaluation metrics.
(2) Baseline Approaches: We compare our algorithm with three baseline methods. (i) RN: RN stands for random
noise, we select a random trace 𝑟 from all records, a random user 𝑢, and insert <u,r> in the original dataset.
(ii) HMC: is a state-of-the-art model for privacy protection in human traces. It infers human traces from
sparse real locations and then generates synthetic data on traces [24]. (iii) TN: TN stands for target noise,
similar to PB-HIDE, we select a trace 𝑟 from leaked records, a random user 𝑢, and insert <u,r> in the original
dataset.
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(3) Impact of Factors: We study the impact of two factors. (i) Impact of Trace Types: we study the uniqueness
change with synthetic records in different traces, i.e., finger traces, foot traces and hybrid traces. (ii) Impact
of Leaked Records: we study the uniqueness change with a different number of leaked records, i.e., a different
value of uniqueness level 𝑛.

Fig. 27. Overall Performance

Fig. 28. Impact of Trace Types

Fig. 29. Impact of Leaked Records

Evaluation Result: We implement the three models in a random leaked dataset L 4 for all users. Compared with
the three baseline approaches, PB-HIDE achieves the best performance in Figure 27. With 1.5% synthetic records,
the uniqueness decreases to around 5% in PB-HIDE model while uniqueness is around 80% in RN and around 60%
in TN and HMC. We further investigate the impact of two factors in Figure 28 and Figure 29. We found hybrid
traces keep the highest uniqueness with the same amount of synthetic data. Figure 29 shows PB-HIDE achieves a
decent performance with different leaked datasets. A small uniqueness level 𝑛, which is the number of leaked
records per user, requires less amount of synthetic data to protect the same number of users.
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DISCUSSIONS

Lessons learned: Based on the measurement results, we summarize a few lessons learned as follows.
(1) Our analysis results reveal bus WiFi users can be uniquely re-identified in bus WiFi systems with a very
limited number of leaked records.
(2) Temporal information increases uniqueness significantly in both foot traces and finger traces. Specifically,
with 4 random leaked traces, the uniqueness increases from 6% to 97.8% in finger traces (Figure 12 and
Figure 13) and from 4.2% to 98% in foot traces (Figure 17 and Figure 20) by adding temporal information, e.g.,
10-minute time slot. Therefore, sharing and storing data without temporal information will significantly
decrease the privacy risk.
(3) Hybrid traces have a much higher uniqueness than either finger traces or foot traces (Figure 12, 17, 19, 21, 22, 23).
Therefore, transferring and storing onboard sensor data separately can decrease the privacy risk in bus
WiFi systems, e.g., transferring data with direct cellular connections instead of bus WiFi systems.
(4) With our protection model, we can protect most users from re-identification by potential leaked information
with a small amount of synthetic records, e.g., reducing uniqueness from 98% to 3% with 1.5% synthetic
records (Figure 27, 28, 29).
Limitation: First, we conduct the analyses and implement our system on the data from one bus WiFi company,
Without the data access, we cannot validate our analysis result in other bus WiFi systems with a different number
of users and deployment strategies. Second, our data does not cover all bus passengers in cities since (i) some
buses are not upgraded with WiFi devices; (ii) some bus passengers prefer secure connections such as cellular
networks. However, our analysis results provide several insights for privacy identification and protection in bus
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WiFi systems. Moreover, we believe our analysis and protection techniques have the potential to be applied in
many other systems, e.g., cellular systems, navigation systems, etc.
Implication. Since bus WiFi systems capture fine-grained finger traces and foot traces, it increases the risk that a
user can be re-identified from the usage records. We found that a user can be re-identified more easily with hybrid
traces compared with a single type of traces. Besides, the uniqueness is highly correlated with users’ commuting
patterns on buses. Based on our uniqueness analysis results, the bus WiFi company providing data access to us is
building our protection model on the data which are shared with their collaborators such as advertisers. Since
we found hybrid traces make a user much easier to be re-identified in bus WiFi systems, another interesting
application is to recommend groups of users for Internet usage at certain locations or bus routes to protect user
privacy. For example, most users in downtown areas with restaurants nearby are likely to use services such as
Yelp, which makes a single user less easy to be re-identified.
Potential Societal Impacts: In the case study, we have revealed that there is a high probability that a user
can be uniquely re-identified from bus WiFi systems via their foot traces and finger traces. Our study can be
applied to more potential applications with better societal impacts. For instance, data holders can design better
data sharing strategies for different purposes of data usage. Based on our analyses, we find separating multiple
types of traces, decreasing spatial and temporal granularity, and incorporating synthetic data can decrease user
uniqueness in the original dataset, which enable privacy-persevering data sharing mechanisms.
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we design, implement and evaluate a privacy identification and protection system named PrivateBus
based on a large-scale bus WiFi system with 770 thousand users, 20 million connection records and 78 million
location records of individual users during a two-month period. We design two models, a uniqueness analysis
model named PB-FIND to analyze the probability a user can be uniquely re-identified in the bus WiFi system with
low computational cost and a uniqueness protection model named PB-HIDE to protect users from re-identification
by potentially leaked information with a small amount of synthetic records. We divide user traces of bus WiFi
systems into foot traces and finger traces, and study user uniqueness with different combinations of trace leakage.
The measurement results reveal there is a high privacy risk in bus WiFi systems, e.g., 98.1% of users can be
uniquely re-identified by only 2 random records if both of their connection records and locations are leaked to
attackers. The evaluation results show PB-HIDE model protects 95% of users from potentially leaked information
with 1.5% synthetic records added into the original dataset.
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